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OVER 1.000 A.T.S. WANTED FOR NEW (RADIO) JOB

A.T.S. are to play a new part, in the defence of Britain. As Operators
Wireless and Line - known as "OWLS" - they will serve with the Royal Corps of

Signals at military Headquarters all over the country, manning the Army's vital

lines of communication. They mill work in Horse code and will he the first A.T.S.

to transmit messages by wireless. The "OWLS" will also receive wireless messages,
and both send and receive communications by telegraph in secret, cipher and clear.

More than a thousand women are wanted within the next six months for this

highly specialised work. They will replace soldiers who are urgently needed for

field duties. The first recruits are already in training and will he posted to

operational stations early in the New Year.

Recruits selected for this work must have exceptional intelligence, a high
standard of accuracy, good hearing and nimble fingers. They also require plenty
of staying power, the ability to concentrate and a calm temperament to enable then

to cope with a rush of urgent messages. Expert needlewomen and musicians,

especially pianists, make good operators.

All "OWLS" take a twelve weeks' course, which includes training in procedure
of sending and receiving messages, signal-office duties, lectures on electricity
and wireless theory, and practical demonstrations in maintenance of their instruments.

Before passing out they must he able to transmit and receive messages in Horse at

the rate of 15 words a minute, make minor adjustments to their sets and he capable
of diagnosing more serious faults. Operators learn to pack and unpack their sets,
check and clean them daily, change valves, test and fit batteries, renew accumulators

and adjust buzzers.

Many more A.T.S., both officers and other ranks, are now required for signals

duties, and training facilities are being greatly increased. The "OWLS" will train

at an A.A. Corps Signals School, a Mixed Training Battalion of Royal Signals which

is being formed near London, or at the A.T.S. Signals School, which is being

expanded.

After training, the "OWLS" will be posted to Gun Operation Rooms in A.A. Command,
or to signal-offices at Headquarters Formations. They will operate small wireless

transmitters and receivers, and line telegraph instruments. They will also help

help to man signal offices.

The first A.T.S. "OWLS", who include shop assistants, shorthand typists, and

Civil Service clerks, are proving excellent pupils. Their instructors, accustomed to

training soldiers, are amazed to discover how rapidly women learn Horse. Some of

them master the alphabet in three hours.

The A.T.S. will pass out as assistant operators with trade rates of pay.

Later they will be eligible for upgrading to Operators Class III, and finally to

First Class Operators, which will be one of the more highly paid trades in the

Service.
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